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Work still to do

• Translations
• Policy Statements
• Release Notes
Work still to do

Translations

• seven translations
• work underway
• new software and infrastructure
Work still to do

Policy Statements

• building shells
• period of evaluation
  ▪ viability of past PS
  ▪ rethinking new PS
• plan for rollout
Work still to do

Release Notes

- tracking revised RDA
- reporting to users
- archiving PDFs
Upcoming releases

August
• First appearance of Release Notes
• Fixes to established features

Dec./Jan.
• Translation or partial PS?
Orientation

Online Webinars

• New Concepts
  ▪ LRM Entities
  ▪ Fictitious Personages

• Special Topics
  ▪ Application Profiles
  ▪ Aggregates
Orientation

Other Offerings

• Online Beta Site Toolkit Demos
• YouTube Channel
• Slides, Transcripts and other documents
• In-depth Online Courses
Feedback

We still want it.
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